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The capacity for populations to 
endure, adapt and generate 
new ways of thinking and 
functioning in the context of 
change, uncertainty or adversity 





Exercise 1: Reflect 

• How have I experienced resilience? 

• What can I share at this workshop that I have 
learned from this experience? 

• What do I hope to get from this workshop to 
build on this experience? 



My learning from 
Ladakh 



• 1913: £10 million 
endowment to promote the 
wellbeing of the people of 
the UK and Ireland 
 

• 2007: Commission for Rural 
Communities 
 

• 2008: Creating ‘Fiery Spirits’ 
Community of Practice 
(www.fieryspirits.com)  
 

• 2011: Exploring Community 
Resilience in times of rapid 
change  
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The Isle of EIGG 

12th June 1997: Islanders buy 

Eigg after huge public appeal. 

 

2003: Land Reform Scottish Parliament 

 

2010: Europe’s first community-owned  
renewable energy grid. 

 
2012: 400,000 acres now owned and  
managed by Highland communities. 

 

2013: Land Reform Review: Lowlands? 





 
1) It’s about 

People 



• Arnstein’s 
Ladder  
(interpreted by the NI 
Assembly re 
Children’s 
Commissioner) 
Arnstein, S. (1969) A 
Ladder of Citizen 
Participation in the 
USA,  
Journal of the 
American Institute of 
Planners, 35, 4 216-
24. 



2) It’s about Culture: 
Inclusive Sense of Place 



‘Johari’s Window’ 

 



3) It’s about Communities  
Stewarding Assets 



4) It’s about connections 

“ ” 





We found:  
It can be helpful to think of three  
states of ‘community resilience’: 



 
We found: 

It can be helpful to remember four ‘dimensions’ 



Exercise 2: Strengths of my place 



Exercise 2: Resilience Compass 
for my place 





Our Deepest Fear  

– Marianne Williamson 
 

 

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 

Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 

measure. 

It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. 

We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, 

talented and fabulous? 

Actually, who are you not to be? 

You are a child of God. 

Your playing small doesn't serve the world. 

There's nothing enlightened about shrinking so that 

other people won't feel 

insecure around you. 

We were born to make manifest the glory of God that 

is within us. 

It's not just in some of us, it's in everyone. 

And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously 

give others permission 

to do the same. 

As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence 

automatically liberates 

others. 

 


